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Hello beautiful, 

Did you know that during a period of approximately a month - or a lunation cycle -
our feminine bodies also go through different phases?

Like the moon and the seasons of the year, our feminine cycle four different
energies. Just like the seasons, we experience different hormonal peaks and
energies that can be compared to winter, spring, summer and fall. 

Learning to understand how my personal cycle was like and how I could tap into
the strength of each phase has been absolutely life changing. 

However, I am fully aware this is not the rule. About 80 percent of the women
population suffer from hormonal imbalances. For most women, their “cycle”
means mood swings, discomfort, pains and something they rather “avoid” or not
have it all. 

But here is a life changing truth: knowing how you experience your cycle and truly
honoring each phase is the key to feeling empowered in your body. 

It is exactly this cyclic nature that allows women to be so connected to nature, in
tune with their intuition and understanding the cycles of life and death so
incredibly well. 
This cycle is what allows us to concept - and create - life. It is nothing but sacred.

In the coming pages I will share some essential oils that can help you regulate
hormones and experience a more balanced journey through the phases of your
cycle. 
I will also share some tips of practices and rituals that can bring more cycle
awareness to your life. 

Some of them are unusual nowadays (even though they have been widely used in
the past by women connected to nature). But once put in practice they will change
your entire relationship with your body, and they might also awaken some
sleeping superpowers you carry inside. 

At the end of this ebook I also have a special invitation to you. If connecting to
your feminine cycle is something that matters to you at the moment, make sure
you check out the offer at the end pages. 

Love,

Isadora

Cover Photo © Birgit Loit

https://www.birgitloit.com/


Top Essential Oils to balance your
female cycle
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CLARY SAGE

GERANIUM

YLANG YLANG

One of the most indicated essential oils for balancing female hormones.
Supports reducing effects of PMS and menopause, regulating estrogen
levels in the body, endometriosis, infertility, child birth, milk supply,
postpartum depression, breast enlargement, hot flashes and more. 

Can be used daily applying 1-2 drops to the womb area, lower back or on
the breasts. 
Rub in hands and inhale deeply to activate intuition, insight and to bring
clarified vision.

This is an excellent essential oil to combine with Clary Sage. When used
together, they increase the potency of one another. Geranium is specially
indicated for low libido, reproductive disorders, balancing estrogen and
testosterone in the body (of both men and women), and connecting
women with the wisdom of the heart. 

Can be used daily applying 1-2 drops to the womb area, lower back or on
the breasts/heart area. 
Rub in hands and inhale deeply to build trust in the wisdom of the heart,
and to release heart aches. 

While this oil has been historically used for increasing libido, it is also an
excellent support for hormonal balance. It can be used to reduce high
blood pressure, heart palpitations or for infertility. 

Can be used daily applying 1-2 drops to the womb area, lower back or on
reproductive reflex points, around the ankles or on top of your foot. 
Rub in hands and inhale deeply to bring lightness and playfulness into
your life. 



Top Essential Oils to balance your
female cycle
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CLARY CALM

WHISPER

SERENITY

Women's Monthly Blend - This essential oil provides a soothing and
calming effect during your cycle or menopause. It can help to balance
hormones and reduce cramps. It contains some of the oils mentioned in
this ebook such as Clary Sage, Geranium and Ylang Ylang (among
others). 

This is already a diluted essential oil and it can be applied directly onto
the sink, 3-4 times a day to your abdomen, ovaries, lower back, and
optionally on breasts. 

Women's Blend - Boosts libido, balances hormones, improves mood and
smells great as beautiful perfume. Women report that the smells differ
according to personal body fragrance, becoming a kinda “personalized”
aroma in the body. 

Apply 1-2 times a day to wrists, neck, and pulse points.
Rub in hands and inhale when you would like to feel more sexy or
anchored in your femininity. 

Restful Blend - Supports better sleep, helps reduce feelings of anxiety
and soothe a busy mind. It can be used daily, whenever you feel restless
or want support to relax. Diffuse at night to calm down and unwind. 

Apply 2-3 drops to the bottom of your feet at bedtime or massage your
neck to relax. 



YOUR FEMALE CYCLE 
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Summer / Mother

Winter / Wise Woman

T H E  E N E R G E T I C  W I S D O M  I N  E A C H  P H A S E    

show yourself 

surrender

A D D I N G
N U T R I E N T S

bigger picture
expand consciousness 

left hemisphere mental tasks
forgive yourself & others 

nurture & claim space for you
journaling, meditation, reflection

what is the untapped power that this stage of
your cycle might hold for you if you listened

to your body and gave it what it needs?

Energy boost
Creativity & playfulness 
Sexual & emotional desire
Balance between doing & being 
Try new things
Problem-solving  
stamina
DETOX

High energy & libido
Magnetic 

Social & communicative
Self-expression

Promote projects
BALANCE ESTROGEN

& TESTOSTERONE
 

Great attention to detail
Say No  & letting go

Face inner critic
P R O G  b o o s t  &

E S T R O  e l i m i n a t i o n
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source: https://www.healthcoachfx.com/



The 4 phases of your cycle

WINTER | Menstruation
Planting your Moon & Setting Intentions
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Day 1 of your cycle is when your menstruation starts, this
is marked by the moment your blood has the bright red
color. 

Like the winter phase, this is a time to go inwards. I dream
of a world where it becomes normal to cancel all your
appointments and stop everything so that you can fully rest
and engage into this powerful grounding experience. Many
women report a sense of “heaviness”. This can also be
seen as a strong connection to the Earth element and an
invitation to slow down. 
 
PLANTING YOUR MOON
A LIFE-CHANGING PRACTICE 

Many years ago I started "planting my moon". This is just
an expression to a practice of collecting your menstrual
blood and offering it to the Earth after your menstruation
has ended. 

In Ancient Cultures who praised the Great Mother, it is
known that women would have stones where they could sit
and offer their blood to the Earth (some of these stones
can still be found in Glastonbury, UK). 

In practice, what you can do nowadays is: 

1. Buy an organic menstruation cup;
2. Get yourself some menstruations panties as well as
some women complain the cup not holding all their blood;
3. When going to clean your menstruation cup, throw the
blood in a plastic or glass bottle with a little bit of water; I
keep my bottle next to the toilet to facilitate the process;
4. After your menstruation has ended, go into nature and
offer the blood to the Earth. You can put it on the feet of a
tree, on a bush of flowers, or you can also offer it to a plant
vase. Note that the material of your blood is super fertile
for the plants. 



Silence: Some cultures invite women to be more in silence and enjoy this period to
expand their consciousness. Here you are able to gain incredible insights and
literally “plant the seeds” to the next cycle. 
Solitude: Let’s start normalizing saying “no” to events and appointments when we
are having our menstruation. The real power during this phase is to connect to
yourself and your wisdom. Solitude opens space for insight. Welcome it in.  
Sexiness: Did you ever think about wearing beautiful lingerie during your
menstruation? I have a few panties that I will use only while bleeding and they
allow me to feel sexy (and they collect my blood too). Think about wearing
something comfortable but at the same time connecting to your sexiness with
yourself, maybe silk, or red tones. 

SETTING INTENTIONS 

Your "winter" phase can also be a great moment to set intentions. Write down a few
affirmations about what you would like to experience or accomplish in the coming
cycle. Write them in positive and in the present tense. Feel them in your body as if they
had already happened. 

Now release these intentions of all expectations and with your heart, be open to
receive what’s for your greatest good. 
 
3 BEAUTIFUL MENSTRUATION RITUALS 
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The 4 phases of your cycle

WINTER | Menstruation
Planting your Moon & Setting Intentions



The 4 phases of your cycle

SPRING 
Tapping into creativity & Starting projects 
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The moment when spring starts varies from
woman to woman. However you will feel your
spring has started usually after the bleeding
stopped and you feel more outgoing and
creative. 
This is an excellent phase to start new
projects. 

If you want to plan for the launch of a
program or host a presentation, use this
period to prepare and use your “summer” or
ovulation phase to get out there. 

Due to the boost of testosterone in your body
is more likely that you feel a higher sexual
desire. You can use this energy for many
things in your life, such as trying new things
or solving complex problems that have been
lingering in your life. 

SUMMER | Ovulation
Celebrating & showing yourself 

During our ovulation we feel at our peak energy. This is a phase where we want to go
out, meet with others and share our gifts. If you have anything important such as a
presentation or a launch, this is the perfect moment to do it. 

You are likely to feel confident and sensual in this phase (it’s meant to be so, because
this is the moment your egg is released and you can get pregnant). Naturally, we want
to connect and to be seen in this phase. 
Great practice in this phase is listing your successes, celebrating yourself and things
that you have experienced/accomplished, tapping into gratitude for all you are and all
you have. 

You are likely to feel magnetic too, enjoy it and show yourself without reservations as
fall is around the corner and soon you will enjoy going inwards again. 



The 4 phases of your cycle

FALL | Luteal Phase 
Going inwards 

Where can I be more aligned + fulfilled? 

Where can I give more gifts?

What or who do I have to nurture?

What or who will be staying in the last season and receiving less of my time going
forward?

This is the period where women report a deep desire of being more alone, going
inwards and preparing for the menstruation. Hormone oscillation is likely to make you
more sensitive or feeling kinda “blue”. This is normal. This energy is excellent to
review the previous cycle and close chapters in your life. 
 
Here are four beautiful questions to ask yourself and do some journaling in this period: 
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There is one medicine that has helped me love & connect more with my female
wisdom: ceremonial cacao. 

This is a single portion and can be prepared at home. You can use it to feel more
inspired during the spring phase, or to feel sexy during the summer phase or to speak
to your heart during the winter phase. 
One thing that is essential is using high quality pure cacao. My favorite brand is Pure
Kakaw. 
 
For 1 person:

1. Shave off 1 or 2 tablespoons of the cacao block (with a sharp knife like little pieces
on the border shaving) 

2. Add a quarter cup water in a saucepan on the stove

3. Stir while it's warming (using a whisk) - be careful not to boil 

4. When cacao starts melting: add almond (or oat) milk 
(You can also use all water, or change the ratio of milk and water)

5. Add a pinch of cayenne pepper, and your intention to ‘activate’ the Spirit of the
Cacao 

6. Add sweetener to taste and stir
(Frothier cacao: you can make it in the blender). My favorite sweetener is dates syrup. 
 
I also love adding:

* a pinch of Cardamom 
* a pinch of Cinnamon
* 3 drops of essential oils. My favorites are: Wild Orange, Frankincense and Ginger 
 
*Important tips: Cacao has a better effect when you drink it in the morning with an
empty stomach or with something light accompanied. Avoid drinking cacao after
alcohol or spicy foods. Drink plenty of water with it. 

Cacao Recipe

https://purekakaw.com/pages/shop-cacao
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BALANCE: Grounding Blend - Reduces stress, calms nervous system and
supports hormone balance by reducing cortisol. 

PEPPERMINT: Use for headaches, focus + energy boost, muscle pain,
countering sugar cravings, stomach upset, and hot flashes. 

CLARY CALM: Women's Monthly Blend - Provides a soothing and calming
effect during your cycle. 

SERENITY: Restful Blend - Supports better sleep, helps against anxiety and
mental chatter. 

LEMON: Reduces cravings and supports liver detoxification, estrogen
breakdown and battles cramps.

WHISPER: Women's Blend - Boosts libido, balances hormones, improves
mood and can be used a perfume. 

1 x Energy-Supporting Supplement

MITO2MAX: energy & stamina complex. 

6 Essential Oils for Balancing Hormones 
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The Women Space Includes:



2 Health checks

30-Day Women's Health Kit Protocol (so you'll know exactly when to use
what)

Daily Womb Meditation

New Moon Women's Circle

Feminine Yoga Flow

Private WhatsApp Group

Free + Unlimited Access to the signature course from our partner
HealthcoachFx, Female Cycle Superpowers 

12 videos
12 workbooks (available in English & German)
including recipes, nutrition tips, journaling exercises & symptom-hacking
tips

B. Access to our 30-Day Program "Women Space - Journey into your Feminine
Essence" (starting April 1st, 2022), including
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JOIN NOW

C. Two private wellness consults with us to discuss natural solutions & nutritional
therapy for your symptoms, needs, or interests.

D. Continued essential oil education and access to the online Workshop & eBook
Library - normally for members-only for a yearly rate of €24,00

E. Opportunity to get 25% off every future doTERRA order (supplements & oils) in the
next 12 months.

F. Unlimited access to all our materials and support available in English, German,
Dutch, and Portuguese.
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https://www.isadoracaporali.com/women-space/

